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  Welcome!
SHOP LOST LITTLE THINGS ALONGSIDE SOME OF OUR FAVORITE local ARTISTS at our online mercantile.
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  Learn More…
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  lost little things is owned and operated by Tara Dial and specializes in screen print and laser cut home goods, state themed gifts and more. All items are handcrafted in Garden City, Idaho.
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  You can shop lost little things online HERE or find a full list of retailers throughout the US by clicking the link below.























  
  









  
    WHERE TO SHOP
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  Interested in carrying lost little things in your shop? Find a selection of best sellers on FAIRE or for our full product line checkout our direct wholesale program at Little Studio Collective.
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  FREE COLORING PAGES!























  
  









  Enjoy these free digital downloads to use with your family + friends!  Find coloring books, puzzles, games + more from our stockists and online. 
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    Download Bear Coloring Page
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  FOLLOW + #LOSTLITTLETHINGS
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                  [image: Hello! I'm Tara, the owner and creator behind #lostlittlethings and the @idahomercantile, and now the driving force behind our new maker space @littlestudiocollective also featuring #thedapperjackalope and @thelostandfound208.  I have been making han]
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                  [image: Don't forget! I've teamed up with our dear friend @thelostandfound208 to teach a weaving class featuring our #lostlittlethings #yarnbuddykit!   Head over to @catalystartscollaborative to sign up for our Sept 10th evening class. Send me a DM showing y]
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  All images, designs, photos and content owned and copyrighted by lost little things LLC, The Dapper Jackalope, Idaho Mercantile Co. LLC, Compass Goods LLC, Apis and The Lost & Found 2024
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